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HAWATT 1 TO HAWATT 2 AND EL-BADAR 
 
HAWATT 1 MICHAEL HAWATT 
HAWATT 2 LAILA HAWATT (EL-BADAR) 
EL-BADAR TALAL EL-BADAR 

EXTRACT 

HAWATT 2: Hi Bob 

HAWATT 1: Hi Laila, are you at home or? 

HAWATT 2: No - no I'm still at my in-laws. 

HAWATT 1: Oh okay. 

HAWATT 2: Where are you? 

HAWATT 1:  No I'm just near Roselands so I'm just going to pick up someone, I thought that I'd 
drop in before I pick him up. 

HAWATT 2: Oh are you - so you're going to pick (INAUDIBLE) -  

HAWATT 1: It doesn’t matter, look I'll see you when I get back [god willing]. 

HAWATT 2: [God willing].  How long are you going for? 

HAWATT 1: Oh three weeks only. 
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HAWATT 2: Three weeks? 

HAWATT 1: Yeah, that's all. 

HAWATT 2: Oh here speak to Talal.  

HAWATT 1: Alright. 

HAWATT 2: Are you going to [grandmothers] now? 

HAWATT 1: I'm going to - I'm going to Earlwood first and then I'm (UNINTELLIGIBLE) - I 
might have to come back and drop this guy off Pierre. 

HAWATT 2: Alright. 

HAWATT 1: So then I'll go to [grandmothers]. 

HAWATT 2: Alright. 

HAWATT 1: (UNINTELLIGIBLE) uncle Rami if he's there or not. 

HAWATT 2: Oh Uncle Rami's at [grandmothers] is he? 

HAWATT 1: He may be coming (UNINTELLIGIBLE) - 

HAWATT 2: Ha? 
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HAWATT 1: He may be coming (INAUDIBLE)- 

HAWATT 2: I was - I was going to go and see you at [grandmothers] house, but you're going to 
be long, you're going to - what time are you going to [grandmothers] house? 

HAWATT 1: Well maybe I - I don’t know maybe an hour and half to two. 

HAWATT 2: In an hour and a half? 

HAWATT 1: Maybe two, make it two. 

HAWATT 2: Oh alright [now] I'll see how we go. Speak to Talal. 

HAWATT 1: Alright. 

EL-BADAR: [Peace upon you]. 

HAWATT 1: [Peace upon you] how are you Talal? 

EL-BADAR: Not bad Uncle Bob how are you? 

HAWATT 1: [Praise to god] how's it going? 

EL-BADAR: [Yeah praise to god] yourself? 

HAWATT 1: Not bad, what are you doing you’re working or are you on holidays? 
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EL-BADAR: [Swear to god] bludging at the moment. I seen your mate today. 

HAWATT 1: You saw who? 

EL-BADAR: Your mate? 

HAWATT 1: Who? 

EL-BADAR: Spiro [and he sends his regards]. 

HAWATT 1: I just saw him about - about an hour ago. 

EL-BADAR: [Uh swear to god. Didn’t he say anything to you]? 

HAWATT 1: No he didn’t say anything. 

EL-BADAR: Uh (laughs) [praise to god] what's happening? 

HAWATT 1: Did he fix up the problem? 

EL-BADAR: [Almost] yeah, he's been a bit harsh.  I told him you're being to - a bit too hard - 

HAWATT 1: (INAUDIBLE) 

EL-BADAR: - but no he solved it - he solved it [god willing]. 

HAWATT 1: This is which problem we talking about the dinning? 
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EL-BADAR: Ah we've got a six - six square metre study or what are they they're open there's no 
wall and seven square metres some of them and they said you've got to get rid of 
them you're going to turn them into a bedroom later. 

HAWATT 1: (UNINTELLIGIBLE) Lakemba tell them to fuck off. 

EL-BADAR: That's what I (UNINTELLIGIBLE) - he goes oh - he goes it's too easy to turn into 
a bedroom he said if you want to leave them, you got to leave them like two square 
metres.  I go what are you going to do in two square metres you can’t put a 
cupboard, you can’t put nothing - 

HAWATT 1: No that's silly - no that's silly. 

EL-BADAR: [Swear to god] that's what amazed me he - he goes this can be easily turned into a 
three bedroom.  I said you can’t work on assumptions. 

HAWATT 1: Does he know - does he know you're (UNINTELLIGIBLE) - does he know you're 
my son in law or not? 

EL-BADAR: I don’t think so. 

HAWATT 1: I'm going to text him (INAUDIBLE) - 

EL-BADAR: Because he went in there pretty harsh as well like I - I didn’t get it. 

HAWATT 1: (UNINTELLIGIBLE) 
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EL-BADAR: I said - I said - 

HAWATT 1: (UNINTELLIGIBLE) 

EL-BADAR: I said to him a minimum a bedroom needs to be nine square metres by DCP 
anyway, these are only (INAUDIBLE) square metres - 

HAWATT 1: Could you - could you - I was with him now not long ago but if you have any 
issues call him back - 

EL-BADAR: Yeah. 

HAWATT 1: - and just says Michael Councillor is my father in law - 

EL-BADAR: [Look now] what you do, just ring him and tell him look I heard you want two 
square metre (UNINTELLIGIBLE) uh, uh,  studies tell him, “come on are you 
serious?”  I go - I said to him look make them six square metres not a problem, five 
square metres still can't turn it into a bedroom.  He goes no it's still too big. 

HAWATT 1: I'll - I'll - I'll send him a message now. 

EL-BADAR: Yeah.  Are you - 

HAWATT 1: What - what is the address? 

EL-BADAR: 23 - 
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HAWATT 1: Yeah. 

EL-BADAR: - Willeroo Street. 

HAWATT 1: 23 Willerroo I think I got a message (UNINTELLIGIBLE) - 

EL-BADAR: Yeah. 

HAWATT 1: I'll send it to him now how - but how's the other one.  It's all fixed up yeah? 

EL-BADAR: All done - all done yeah beautiful. 

HAWATT 1: Excellent - excellent. Have you sold it? 

EL-BADAR: No not yet, [now] next week [god willing] it goes on the market. 

HAWATT 1: Alright that's good.   

EL-BADAR: Beautiful yeah [praise to god]. 

HAWATT 1: Should make Laila happy. 

EL-BADAR: Yeah [praise to god].  

END OF EXTRACT 
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